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Correlations in phonon-transmission spectra in periodic and quasiperiodic superlattices 

S. Tamura and T. Watanabe 
Department of Engineering Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Hokkaido, Japan 

(Received 2 November 1988) 

We study the origin of correlations in phonon-transmission spectra in Fibonacci and periodic su
perlattices (SL's), which have recently been recognized by numerical calculations and then 
confirmed by phonon-imaging experiments. The structure factors describing the interference effects 
of phonons reflected from the interfaces of both periodic and Fibonacci SL's are calculated. It is 
found that the wave number Qm.n (indexed by two integers m and n) for which the largest reflection 
occurs in a Fibonacci SL is identical to the wave number Qm + n for which (m + n )th Bragg 
reflection of phonons occurs in the corresponding periodic SL. We also show more generally that 
major phonon-transmission dips in the Fibonacci SL occur at frequencies close to each transmission 
dip in the periodic SL. Two-dimensional maps for the Bragg and Bragg-like reflections of phonons 
in these systems indicate that the correlations are applicable, irrespective of propagation directions 
and modes participating in the reflection processes. 

Since the discovery of quasicrystals,1 very significant 
advance has been made in the study of systems with 
quasiperiodic order.2 In particular, the spectral property 
of one-dimensional quasiperiodic (Fibonacci) lattices has 
been one of the topics studied extensively.3 The interest 
stems partly from the fact that the problem represents, in 
some sense, an intermediate case between periodic and 
random lattices. Undoubtedly, a major impetus toward 
reexamining the Fibonacci lattices was given by Merlin 
et al.4 In their pioneering work they fabricated a semi
conducting layered structure based on the Fibonacci se
quence, known as a Fibonacci superlattice (SL). The 
measurements of x-ray scattering revealed that this 
artificial heterostructure indeed exhibited properties 
characteristic of quasiperiodic systems.4,5 Raman experi
ments have been performed on similar Fibonacci SL'S.6-9 

Recently, the phonon-transmission spectra in a Fi
bonacci SL have also been examined both experimental
lylO and theoretically. 11 A striking similarity has been 
found between the Fibonacci and periodic SL's when the 
major transmission dips in the former are compared with 
the transmission dips in the latter. (The distribution of 
frequency gaps in the phonon dispersion relations also ex
hibits the same similarity.) It has been predicted numeri
cally on the basis of the transfer-matrix method for both 
the fre~uency and angular dependences of the transmis
sion.IO, 1 The predicted angular dependences of transmis
sion spectra in these SL's are in reasonable agreement 
with the results of phonon-imaging experiment. 10 

The purpose of the present work is to clarify the origin 
of these correlations found in the phonon spectra of the 
periodic and Fibonacci SL's. This will be made by study
ing SL structure factors which describe the interference 
effects of phonons reflected at the interfaces of constitu
ent layers. We shall find that the wave numbers of pho
nons for which the largest reflections occur in the Fi
bonacci SL coincide with the wave numbers satisfying the 
Bragg condition in the associated periodic SL. This ob
servation leads more generally to the result that major 
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reflections in Fibonacci SL closely correlate with Bragg 
reflections in the periodic SL in both their magnitudes 
and frequencies. 

A Fibonacci SL comprises an arrangement of individu
al building blocks of type A (each of thickness d A) and 
type B (each of thickness dB) following a concatenation 
scheme determined by the Fibonacci sequence G 1 = A, 
G2=AB, G3 =ABA, ... ,Gr=Gr_IGr_2.4 The rth
generation Fibonacci SL G r consists of Fr type- A blocks 
and Fr -I type-B blocks, where {Fr J are the Fibonacci 
numbers given iteratively by Fr = Fr -I + Fr -2 for r ~ 2, 
with Fo=O and FI = 1. In order that phonons may 
recognize the distinct interfaces spaced in a Fibonacci 
manner, each building block should be subdivided into 
two or more layers with different elastic properties. In 
this paper we assume that both type-A and type-B blocks 
consist of two layers with thickness d t and d t (with 
dt +dt =dA ), and df and df (with df +df=dB ). This 
is the case· for the Fibonacci SL fabricated by Merlin 
et al. 4 Corresponding to the Fibonacci SL we define the 
associated periodic SL consisting of the sequence of alter
nating type- A and -B blocks, i.e., AB AB AB .... 
Hence, the periodicity of this periodic SL is a = d A + dB' 

The structure factor S p of a regular periodic SL with 
periodicity ais given by 

Sp(Q)=1: e inQJ= 2a1T 1: ~)(Q -Qm) , 
n m 

(1) 

where Q is the sum of the normal components of SL wave 
numbers for incident and reflected waves, and 
Qm =21Tm la. The 8-function peaks in Eq. (1) mean that 
Bragg reflection occurs for waves satisfying Q = Qm' 
where m stands for. the order of the reflection. For a 
periodic SL consisting of unit cells with internal struc
tures, the interference effects of phonons are described by 
the following Sj" which is obtainable from Sp by taking 
account of extra phonon reflections properly: 12 
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Sf,(Q)= 2; ~fp(Q)B(Q -Qm )==~[Sf,(Q)]m' (2) 
m m 

where the modulation factor f p depends on the details of 
the unit-cell structure and determines the relative 
strength of the B-function peaks, or phonon Bragg 
reflections. 

Here, we assume that both type-A and -B blocks are 
composed of the same kind of constituents, e.g., AlAs 
(first layer) and GaAs (second layer), but with different 
thicknesses in general (i.e., d t =d 1.IAs =I=d!IAS =df and 
d 1 = d ~aAs =l=d ~aAs = d f)· In this case, f p can be explic
itly expressed, for the normal incidence of phonons, as 

fp( Q) =r21 [h A (Q)+h B( Q)exp(iOt +i01)] , 

h[(Q)= l-expUO{), 1= A,B , 

(3) 

(4) 

where 0:=2kndnA, 0:=2knd:, k n is the wave number 
in the nth layer, and r21 is the amplitude-reflection 
coefficient at the interface of constituent layers (for pho
nons impinging on the interface from the second layer). 
The relation among k1' k2' and Q is given by the phonon 
dispersion relation in this periodic system. 12, 13 It has 
been shown that f p (Q = Qm) is proportional to the 
width of mth frequency gap at the center or edge of the 
folded Brillouin zone. 12 

For Fibonacci SL the structure factor SF is defined 
similarly as 

SF(Q)=~ expUQZj) , 
j 

(5) 

where {Zj I defines the positions of the interfaces spaced 
by d A and dB in the Fibonacci manner. The calculation 
of Eq. (5) has been performed by using the projection 
method.6, 14, 15 The result is 

SF(Q)= 2:-r ~ exp(i<fJm,n/1'"3) 
m,n 

sin'" 
X 'f'm,n B(Q -Q) (6) 

cf>m,n m,n , 

where 7=(V5+ 1 )/2 is the golden mean, d =7d A +dB, 
<fJm,n =1T-r(md A -ndB )Id, and Qm,n =21T(m +n7)ld. 
The presence of B-function peaks in Eq. (6) indicates that 
Bragg-like reflections of waves also occur for Q = Qm, n in 
this quasiperiodic system, though their magnitudes are 
not the same but rather depend on the factor 
(sin<fJm,n )/<fJm,n' i.e., the largest reflection takes place for 
<fJm n =0. To describe the interference effects of phonons, Eq: (5) should be modified again by taking account of the 
reflections from the boundaries of type-A and -B blocks 
as well as those from interfaces inside each block. We 
find that the structure factor S~ relevant to the phonon 
reflection becomes 

where 

Sj.(Q)= ~ expUQzj)' I=A,B. 
{jjl 

(8) 

In Eq. (8) {jl A ({JIB) are the indices indicating the loca
tion of interfaces at the beginning of type-A (type-B) 
blocks in the Fibonacci sequence. The evaluation of S /
and sf was made by Dharma-wardana et al. employing 
the inflation transformations.6 With the use of their re
sults we have 

S~(Q)= 2; ~ f!"n(Q)B(Q -Qm,n) 
m,n 

== ~[S~(Q)]m,n , 
m,n 

where 

f!"n(Q)=r 21 [h A(Q)7eXp [i<fJm,n 1?7] 
sin(<fJm n 17) 

X ' 
<fJm,n /7 

+hB(Q)exp [i<fJm,n 1 ~-r ] 
sin(<fJm n /1'"2) J X ' 

<fJm nl-r . 

(9) 

(10) 

Thus, the major reflections of phonons should still occur 
for those Q =Qm,n for which <fJm,n is close to zero, or for 
integers m and n satisfying m In ~dB Id A .16 Specifically, 
assuming that dB IdA is rational, we find 
QM,N=QM+N=·21TN IdA for a set of integers (M,N) ex
actly satisfying <fJM,N=O or MIN=dBld A. Hence, the 
peak indexed by (M,N) occurs at the same wave number 
for which (M + N)th Bragg peak occurs in the periodic 
SL. More explicitly, the contributions of terms with this 
set of indices to the structure factors of the periodic and 
Fibonacci SL's are given by 

[Sf,(Q)]M+N= 2; r21[h A(Ql+hB(Q)] 

XB(Q -21TN IdA) , 

[S~(Q)]M,N= 2; r21[h A(Q)7+hB(Q)] 

XB(Q-21TNld A ) , 

(11) 

(12) 

where we have used the equation exp[i(ot+01)]= 1, 
which is valid for Q = 211-N IdA and in the approximation 
neglecting the small acoustic mismatch between the first 
and second layers within the type-A block. In particular, 
for SL's in which the thicknesses of the first layers in 
both type-A and -B blocks are equal, i.e., d t =df but 
d1=1=df (this is the case of the Fibonacci SL grown by 
Merlin et al.4), ot=of or hA =hB holds and according
ly those B-function peaks in [Sf,]M+N and [S~]M,N given 
by Eqs. (11) and (12) are identical up to the prefactors, in
dependent of Q. 

The coincidence of the spectral peaks in the magnitude 
and wave number found above suggests more generally 
that even for m In not equal but close to dB Id A the peak 
in [S~ ]m,n correlates in the magnitude and wave number 
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(or frequency) with the peak in [SP]m+n. This can be 
confirmed by the equation 

To see this, we assume that dB IdA < I and write 
tPm,n IT in the form 

Q Q tPm,n Q 
m+n - m,n=--3- I' 

1TT 
(13) 

tPm n m -ndBldA 
-'-=1T. (14) . 

T 1 +dBldAT 

where QI is the magnitude of the reciprocal SL vector in 
the periodic system. Thus, a small tPm,n implies that the 
Bragg-like reflection in the Fibonacci SL indexed by 
(m,n) is a major reflection and the corresponding wave 
number Qm,n is close to Qm +n at which the (m +n)th 
Bragg reflection occurs in the periodic SL. More impor
tantly, in the vicinity of each Bragg peak of the periodic 
SL we can find a major Bragg-like peak of the Fibonacci 
SL. 

For any positive integer I we can always find a set of in
tegers (m',n') which satisfy m'+n'=/ and 
1m' - n ' dB IdA I ::: 1, and hence 

and 

A: L ..... L (1) 
8: L ..... L (2) 
C: L ..... L (3) 
D: L ..... ST (3) 
E: L ..... FT (3) 

Ii: L-L (0.1) 
8 ': L-L (1,1) 
C': L-L (1.2) 
ri: L-ST (1,2) 
E': L-FT (1.2) 

A: FT-FT (2) 
8: FT ..... FT (3) 
C: FT-L (2) 
D: FT ..... L (3) 
E: FT ..... ST (3) 

Ii: FT -FT (1.1) 
8 ': FT ..... FT (1,2) 
C' : FT -L (1.1) 
ri: FT-L (1.2) 
E': FT ..... ST (1.2) 

A: ST-ST (1) 
B: ST-ST (2) 
C: ST ..... ST (4) 

"---"I D: ST-FT (3) 
E: ST-FT (4) 

Ii: ST -ST (0.1) 
B': ST-ST (1.1) 
r!: ST -ST (2.2) 
D': ST-FT (1.2) 
E': ST -FT (2.2) 

FIG. 1. 2D maps for Bragg and Bragg-like reflections in (100) AlAslGaAs SL's; (a)-(c) for phonons in the periodic SL, and (d)-CO 
for phonons in the Fibonacci SL. (FT and ST denote the fast transverse and slow transverse modes, respectively.) The thicknesses of 
layers in a type-A block are dt=d1.IAs=17 A and d2'=d~.As=42 A, and those in a type-B block are df=d!IAs=17 A and 
df=d~.As =20 A, such that (df +df )/(d t +d2' )=dBld A =0. 627 ad IT. Phonon frequency is 850 GHz. The maps span ±59.5° 
( tan9 = ± 1. 7) left to right. The center of the maps is ( 100> direction and the diagonals are parallel to {I 00 1 planes. Solid and bro
ken lines show the intramode and intermode reflections, respectively. The mode pairs participating in the reflection processes are 
given in the center column together with the orders of reflection [a pair of indices (m,n) for Fibonacci SL] in the parentheses. 
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(Ref. 17). These inequalities together with Eqs. (2), (9), 
and (l0) mean that for the Ith-order Bragg reflection of 
phonons in the periodic SL we can find with large proba
bility a correlated major Bragg-like reflection in the Fi
bonacci SL with indices (m', n') satisfying m' + n' = I. 
All these observations establish the close correlation in 
phonon-transmission dips which was previously recog
nized by numerical calculations II and confirmed by pho
non imaging. 10 

Noting that Q refers to the component of phonon wave 
vectors parallel to the growth direction of SL's, we can 
expect the correlation in transmission spectra also for 
phonons propagating obliquely relative to the interfaces. 
An interesting feature of the oblique phonon propagation 
in SL's is the presence of intermode reflection in addition 
to ordinary intramode reflection. IS, 19 The intermode 
reflections, for instance, from the longitudinal (L) to 
transverse (T) phonons, and vice versa, are predicted by 
putting Q =qL +qT' where qL and qT denote the normal 
components of the incident (reflected) L and reflected (in
cident) T phonons, respectively. The simplest way to ob
serve such a spatial correlation is to plot two-dimensional 
(2D) maps of propagation directions satisfying Q = Qm + n 
and Q =Qm,n for a fixed frequency. In Fig. 1 we have 
shown such 2D maps for phonons in (loa) AIAs/GaAs 
SL's on a GaAs substrate. Frequency assumed is 850 
GHz, i.e., the cut-on frequency of a Pb-Bi tunnel junc
tion,19 and lines indicate the directions in the GaAs sub
strate (in the real space) at which the Bragg or Bragg-like 
reflection conditions are satisfied. The modes and order 
of these reflections are also indicated. It should be 
remarked that for the Fibonacci SL we have plotted the 
directions of only major reflections. (The current fre
quency and angular resolutions of phonon detectors 
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would make it possible to observe only major reflections 
yielding large transmission dips.) It is now well under
stood that even a small amount of elastic anisotropy of 
constituent layers leads to marked anisotropy in Bragg 
conditions, especially for T phonons as shown in Fig. 1.19 

Comparing the 2D maps for the periodic and quasi
periodic SL's, the similarity in their spatial distributions 
is readily recognized. Specifically, the correspondence 
between the modes participating in the reflection process
es and that of the orders of reflection-i.e., (m,n) for the 
Fibonacci and (m +n) for the periodic SL's-is quite re
markable. Similar results are also obtained for (111) 
AIAs/GaAs SL's. Here, we remark that the assumed Fi
bonacci SL is the same as the one used in the phonon
imaging experiment and lines in Fig. l(d) coincide well 
with the observed attenuation directions of transmitted L 
phonons. lo 

To conclude, we have established close correlations in 
transmission spectra of phonons in periodic and quasi
periodic SL's, which exist in both the frequency and an
gular dependences of the transmission. Especially, the 
spatial distribution of L-phonon stop bands in the Fi
bonacci SL observed experimentally in phonon images 
coincides well with the 2D map of major Bragg-like 
reflections predicted in this paper. Because these correla
tions are directly derived from the properties of SL struc
ture factors, they should also be observable in the spectra 
of x-ray and Raman scatterings. 
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